One Mill
A milli a milli a milli and one reasons why we can’t stand together as a nation,
The aim was to be judged by the content of our character and not the colour of our skin,
Pardon me I’m just semi recycling,
The historical yet unforgettable speech by the Martin Luther King,
But I believe we have inherited a losing mentality with the male species on road sayin’ “How can man
win?”
And with my dad echoing at 3 o clock in the morning,
"Yvonne the white man will put u down you need to be educated"
Is it fair enough to say that my dad is a slight racist?
Or that he is bound down by worldly limitations,
I see past this I’m tryna show my people we are more than lyrical entertainers,
Why doesn’t no one with my skin tone own a corner shop,
Why don’t my people talk about something intellectual instead of make dere main motive gwop, Dats Lizzy,
ps, da slang term for money, an urban culture well at least dats something we've got,
Right wrong, a wise man once said the women are black diamonds, who are truly inspirin,
But with the media perceptions of beauty to say the odds ain’t against us I’d b lyin,
Jus the other day I called up with my degree dats a BA,
n the woman who bear in mind was black said they ain’t really hirin,
When I said elaborate she said basically they don’t want our colour on the frontline,
But I cast out and bind, any limitation and false interpretation
We have beautiful black men, with attributes that are amazin,
So as I think about the things we got goin for us I scroll thru
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